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A touchy-feely board book with simple, repetitive text, tactile patches and bold illustrations suitable

for babies and toddlers. A little white mouse appears on every page, for children to spot. --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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I've checked out every single one of the books in this series from the library. I wanted to buy a few

of these books, but there's so many repeat textures, I wanted some with good variety. I ended up

buying this one and 2 others (That's not my Penguin and That's not my Tractor). There are a few

repeats, but I don't really mind. I also almost bought That's not my Monkey.That's not my Dinosaur

has these textures: body too squashy, tail too fuzzy, teeth too bumpy, flippers too slippery, horns too

rough, spines so soft. I really like the pictures of the dinosaurs too...they're all pretty different from

each other.These books are super cute and very thick and durable. I've also looked at the touch

and feel books by D.K. publishing (Farm, Wild Animals, Baby Animals) and they are definitely not as

sturdy as these books. And I love the drawings and the that's not my... concept better too. Great

books!!

This was the first book I could read to my son. It is short, which is good for the limited attention span

of the 3-4 month old, is so cute, and has interesting, bright simple pictures. He likes grabbing at the



pages, too.

My kids-age 3 and 1, LOVE this book. It features a different dinosaur on every page, with the

refrain, "That's not my dinosaur, his..."horns are too rough",then on the next page it will be "flippers

are too slippery," etc., all with the appropriately textured body part. Then on the last page you finally

find "my" dinosaur. What makes this better than the standard touch and feel books out there is 1)

Durability. The binding is plastic and the pages are super strong cardboard--my other board books

are disintegrating but not this one 2)Variety of textures--much better than my "Touch and Feel Baby

Animals," or "Wild Animals." 3)Adjectives--while babies and young toddlers can chew on it and

touch the textures, older toddlers love learning the adjectives that go along: rough, scratchy, shiny,

slippery, soft, etc." 4)Theme: toddlers love having the wrong dinosaur, and finding the right one at

the end. (Trust me)The reason I gave 4 not 5 stars is dinosaurs are not the most exciting thing--I'm

on-line today buying a baby gift and I'm going to get "That's not my Puppy," or "Kitten" or "Lion."

Beautiful - both in color and texture! For what its worth, we got this book as a gift about 3 1/2 years

ago and the newer copy looks / feels a little bit different. I think I like it better... but if you're seeking

to replace a belovedly-worn copy, know its not going to be EXACTLY the same.

We love these books and purchased our first one for our wee bout (that's not my tiger) when he was

3 morphs old. The bright colour and clear pictures are wonderful for very small children and you can

help them touch the tactile patches. A they get older they very quickly learn how to identify and

touch the patches them selvesMy son loved this book, he knew which bits to touch straight away

and will sit totally engrossed when we read this to him. At 6 months he is able to hit all of the tactile

spots himself. As with all books in this series, the illustrations are bright, clear and uncluttered and

the story takes the expected form of that's not my xxxxx it's xxxxx are too xxxxxDefinitely an ideal

book for growing young minds.

That's Not My series books are my favorite. I discovered them when my daughter was six months

old. She loved the illustrations and the sensory experience of touching the different parts of the

book. We purchased this book as part of a gift for a one year old boy. He loved the book and his

sister who is learning to read loved that she could read it to him. My daughter who is now three

loves reading it to my husband and I.



We also have "trucks" and the textures are very similar. This book is cute but not my personal

favorite. Still 5 stars because these books are tough and durable and still cute even if I feel

disappointed by lack of content.

This is my 15 month old son's second book in the 'That's not my...' series. He absolutely loves

looking through these books by himself, or having my husband or I read them to him, while he flips

the pages for us. This book doesn't seem to have as much for illustrations as the That's Not My

Monster (Touchy-Feely Board Books) book. All the dinosaurs except for one are on solid colored

pages with no decorative background. But, I still think it is a nice little book and he enjoys touching

all the dinosaurs.The following dinosaurs are in this book:- a tail that is too fuzzy- teeth that are too

bumpy- flippers that are too slippery- horns that are too rough (my son's favorite)- spines that are so

softThe touch material is a decent size, each material is different and not repeated on any other

dinosaur either. Between the two books that he does have (this one and That's Not My Monster), I

only saw one exact repeat of material (fuzzy), but it was a different color in each book.
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